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Abstract. If millisecond pulsars (MSPs) are responsible for the excess gamma-ray emission
observed from the region surrounding the Galactic Center, the same region should also contain
a large population of low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs). In this study, we compile and utilize
a sizable catalog of LMXBs observed in the the Milky Way’s globular cluster system and in the
Inner Galaxy, as well as the gamma-ray emission observed from globular clusters, to estimate
the flux of gamma rays predicted from MSPs in the Inner Galaxy. From this comparison,
we conclude that only up to ∼ 4-23% of the observed gamma-ray excess is likely to originate
from MSPs. This result is consistent with, and more robust than, previous estimates which
utilized smaller samples of both globular clusters and LMXBs. If MSPs had been responsible
for the entirety of the observed excess, INTEGRAL should have detected ∼ 103 LMXBs from
within a 10◦ radius around the Galactic Center, whereas only 42 LMXBs (and 46 additional
LMXB candidates) have been observed.
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1 Introduction
A statistically significant excess of GeV gamma rays has been observed from the region sur-
rounding the Galactic Center [1–10], with spectral and morphological characteristics consis-
tent with the annihilation of dark matter particles. Although dark matter interpretations of
this signal have generated a great deal of interest (see, for example, Refs. [11–34]), astrophys-
ical origins for this emission have also been proposed. The leading astrophysical explanation
for the observed excess is emission from a large population of unresolved millisecond pulsars
(MSPs) [2–5, 35–38].1 Two recent analyses of Fermi data have elevated this possibility by
presenting evidence in favor of an unresolved point source population in this region of the
sky [41, 42]. It is not yet possible, however, to discern whether these studies have, in fact,
identified signatures of a faint point source population, or have instead been systematically
affected by variations in the gamma-ray flux associated with the small-scale structure of the
diffuse gamma-ray background (see, for example, Ref. [43]).
Several arguments have been leveled against an MSP interpretation of the gamma-ray
excess. The first argument is based on a comparison of the gamma-ray luminosity function
between observed MSPs and any posited MSP population in the Inner Galaxy.
If the luminosity function of both populations is similar, then any MSP explanation for
the gamma-ray excess would be expected to result in many more gamma-ray point sources in
the Inner Galaxy than have been reported [44–46]. Second, no plausible mechanism has been
identified to explain how so many gamma-ray bright MSPs might have come to populate
the Inner Galaxy. Although tidally disrupted globular clusters are expected to deposit a
population of MSPs into the Inner Galaxy [37, 47], the gamma-ray emission from these
sources is expected to generate only a few percent of the observed excess, once the effects of
MSP evolution (i.e. spin-down) are accounted for [38].
In order for MSPs from disrupted globular clusters to produce the total luminosity of the
gamma-ray excess, the necessary mass of the central stellar cluster would have to drastically
exceed observations [38]. Third, it was argued in Ref. [45] that such a population of MSPs
in the Inner Galaxy should be accompanied by a much larger population of low-mass X-ray
binaries (LMXBs) than has been observed. As LMXBs are known to be the progenitors of
1Young pulsars have also been considered within this context [39, 40], but are predicted to generate gamma-
ray emission with a disk-like morphology, inconsistent with the observed excess.
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MSPs, it is difficult to imagine any scenario in which a sufficiently large number of MSPs
could be present in the Inner Galaxy without being accompanied by a comparably large
population of LMXBs.
In this paper, we revisit this connection between MSPs and LMXBs. Specifically, we
study the gamma-ray emission from the Milky Way’s globular cluster population, as well as
the population of LMXBs and LMXB candidates that have been observed in these systems.
Under the reasonable assumption that the number of LMXBs per unit gamma-ray emission
from MSPs is similar in the Inner Galaxy to the ratio measured in globular clusters, we can
calculate the flux of gamma rays expected from unresolved MSPs near the Galactic Center.
We conduct this exercise and derive an upper limit on the fraction of the Galactic Center
gamma-ray excess that originates from MSPs. We conclude that the relatively small num-
ber of bright LMXBs present in the Inner Galaxy disfavors MSP interpretations of Fermi’s
gamma-ray excess.
2 Gamma-Ray Emission and LMXBs in Globular Clusters
The gamma-ray emission observed from globular clusters [48–50] is thought to originate from
the MSPs contained within these systems [48, 51–59]. Due to the significant overabundance
of MSPs in globular clusters, it is widely believed that these pulsars are generated through
stellar interactions [60–66]. For this reason, in this study we focus on those globular clusters
with high stellar encounter rates, Γe > 0.5 (in units such that Γe = 1 for NGC 104), as
calculated in Ref. [65] (our results do not depend strongly on the precise choice of this cut).
In Table 1, we list the 22 Milky Way globular clusters with Γe > 0.5 [65], as well as their
distances [67] and gamma-ray fluxes as measured by the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope.
Note that although we do not take into account distance uncertainties in our analysis, these
uncertainties are negligible to our final results, which are dominated by other factors, such
as the Poisson errors associated with the number of sources.
In analyzing the publicly available Fermi-LAT data, we have followed the same proce-
dure as described in Ref. [38], except here we have adopted a MSP-like spectral shape [50]:
dNγ
dEγ
∝ E−1.57γ exp(−Eγ/3.78 GeV). (2.1)
We have utilized 85 months of Pass 8 Source event class data in our analysis, applying
standard cuts, and binning the data into 15 logarithmic energy bins between 0.1 and 100
GeV, as well as 280×280 angular bins spanning a 14◦×14◦ region-of-interest centered on
the position of the source. By determining the maximum improvement to the likelihood, we
calculate the value of the test statistic (TS) for each globular cluster, as well as the likelihood
profiles for the gamma-ray flux. The errors quoted for the fluxes in Table 1 denote the 1σ
range, as determined using the full likelihood profile. Stacking this list of sources, we find
that the total gamma-ray luminosity from this collection of globular clusters is given by
Lγ = 1.39
+0.04
−0.05 × 1036 erg/s, >0.1 GeV. After applying a mirrored sky location test [38, 68],
we confirm that our false detection rate is expected to be small, and that spurious detections
are unlikely to significantly impact this determination.2 For further information pertaining
2We note that any spurious detections of globular clusters by Fermi, such as those resulting from the
mismodeling of background fluctuations, would increase our estimate for the the total gamma-ray luminosity
from MSPs in the Inner Galaxy, making the results presented here conservative.
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Globular Cluster Flux (erg/cm2/s) Distance (kpc) Stellar Encounter Rate TS
NGC 104 2.51+0.05−0.06 × 10−11 4.46 1.00 3995.9
NGC 362 6.74+2.63−2.46 × 10−13 8.61 0.74 9.69
Palomar 2 < 2.69× 10−13 27.11 0.93 0.0
NGC 6624 1.14+0.10−0.10 × 10−11 7.91 1.15 455.8
NGC 1851 9.05+2.92−2.67 × 10−13 12.1 1.53 14.4
NGC 5824 < 4.78× 10−13 32.17 0.98 0.0
NGC 6093 4.32+0.57−0.53 × 10−12 10.01 0.53 91.9
NGC 6266 1.84+0.07−0.10 × 10−11 6.83 1.67 850.7
NGC 6284 < 2.85× 10−13 15.29 0.67 0.0
NGC 6441 1.00+0.09−0.07 × 10−11 11.6 2.30 210.9
NGC 6652 4.84+0.51−0.52 × 10−12 10.0 0.70 128.3
NGC 7078/M15 1.81+0.40−0.39 × 10−12 10.4 4.51 29.7
NGC 6440 1.57+0.10−0.11 × 10−11 8.45 1.40 311.2
Terzan 6 2.18+1.20−0.90 × 10−12 6.78 2.47 5.1
NGC 6388 1.77+0.06−0.09 × 10−11 9.92 0.90 778.4
NGC 6626/M28 1.95+0.13−0.13 × 10−11 5.52 0.65 749.8
Terzan 5 6.61+0.17−0.13 × 10−11 5.98 6.80 2707.1
NGC 6293 9.39+5.69−5.45 × 10−13 9.48 0.85 3.98
NGC 6681 9.91+4.14−3.86 × 10−13 9.01 1.04 7.2
NGC 2808 3.77+0.48−0.48 × 10−11 9.59 0.92 96.7
NGC 6715 6.02+4.15−3.77 × 10−13 26.49 2.52 2.6
NGC 7089 < 4.50× 10−13 11.56 0.52 0.0
Table 1. The gamma-ray fluxes (integrated between 0.1 and 100 GeV), distances [67], and stellar
encounter rates of the 22 globular clusters in the Milky Way with stellar encounter rates of Γe > 0.5,
as calculated in Ref. [65] and in units such that the rate for NGC 104 is equal to unity. In calculating
the gamma-ray fluxes and test statistic (TS), we have adopted a millisecond pulsar-like spectral shape,
dNγ/dEγ ∝ E−1.57γ exp(−Eγ/3.78 GeV).
to our background model, including the treatment of point sources, we direct the reader to
Ref. [38].3
The INTEGRAL telescope provides us with our most sensitive and complete catalog of
LMXBs in the Inner Galaxy, and we make use of these observations in Sec. 3 to characterize
the LMXB population in and around the Galactic Center. In order to facilitate a comparison
between the LMXBs found within globular clusters and those found within the Inner Galaxy,
we have compiled a list of those LMXBs in our sample of 22 globular clusters (those with
Γe > 0.5) that would almost certainly have been detected by INTEGRAL if they had instead
3The gamma-ray fluxes from the globular clusters NGC 6624 and NGC 6626 differ significantly from their
values as presented in Ref. [38]. These two clusters each contain a source that is listed in the 3FGL catalog,
whose spectrum was allowed to float in the previous analysis. Here, the fluxes shown reflect the total flux
from each cluster, including that from any 3FGL sources that they may contain.
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LMXB Notes Globular Cluster References
4U 1820-30 P NGC 6624 [69–71]
4U 0513-40 P NGC 1851 [72–74]
4U 1746-37 P NGC 6441 [69, 75, 76]
XB 1832-330 P NGC 6652 [75, 77, 78]
M15 X-2 P NGC 7078/M15 [79–81]
AC 211 P NGC 7078/M15 [69, 80, 82]
SAX J1748.9-2021 T, XP NGC 6440 [75, 83, 84]
GRS 1747-312 T Terzan 6 [85–87]
Terzan 6 X-2 T Terzan 6 [88]
IGR J17361-4441 T NGC 6388 [89, 90]
IGR J18245-2542 T, XP NGC 6626/M28 [91, 92]
EXO 1745-248 T Terzan 5 [93, 94]
IGR J17480-2446 T Terzan 5 [95–97]
Terzan 5 X-3 T Terzan 5 [98]
MAXI J0911-635 T NGC 2808 [99]
Table 2. The list of LMXBs in globular clusters with stellar encounter rates Γe > 0.5 observed
between 2003 and 2016 that would have been detected by INTEGRAL if they had been located in
the Inner Galaxy. In particular, these sources each reached an X-ray luminosity of >∼ 1036 erg/s for
a duration of a week or more. The codes in the “Notes” column denote whether a given LMXB
is a persistent source (P), transient source (T), and/or an X-ray pulsar (XP). For each LMXB, the
references listed include the detection by INTEGRAL.
been located in the Inner Galaxy (see Table 2). More specifically, we consider a given LMXB
to be detectable by INTEGRAL (if it had been located in the Inner Galaxy) if it has reached
an X-ray luminosity exceeding 1036 erg/s for a duration of at least a week at some point
over the period of INTEGRAL’s mission. This is a conservative choice of threshold, as
INTEGRAL has collected sufficient exposure from the region around the Galactic Center
to detect significantly fainter sources if they have been active for a long time. To compile
this list, we begin with the 18 (non-quiescent) sources listed in Table 5 of Ref. [98], which
contains all such LMXBs found in globular clusters, published as of 2014. To make a fair
comparison with the collection of sources detected by INTEGRAL, we remove NGC 6440
X-2 from this list, as its peak luminosity of LX ∼ (2− 3)× 1036 erg/s was only reached over
a timescale of a day, and it wasn’t detected by INTEGRAL, or even clearly detected by the
Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE/PCA) bulge monitoring, which is more sensitive [100].
We also removed the source XB 1732-304 from our list, as it has been quiescent since 1999,
and thus does not overlap with the period covered by INTEGRAL. The other 16 LMXBs
listed in Ref. [98] each have peak X-ray luminosities and durations large enough to have
been detected by INTEGRAL if they had been located in the Inner Galaxy. In fact, we note
that many of these LMXBs were originally detected by INTEGRAL (as denoted by the IGR
names in Table 2). We then add to this list two more recently discovered transient sources
which reached a luminosity of ∼ 1036 erg/s in 2016 (in NGC 2808) and in 2009 (in Terzan 6),
respectively [88, 101]. We have removed the sources X1850-087 (in NGC 6712), 4U 1722-30
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(in Terzan 2) and MXB 1730-335 (in Liller 1) from our sample, as Γe < 0.5 for each of these
clusters. There are 15 globular cluster LMXBs that meet our selection criteria, shown in
Table 2.
As a consequence of source confusion, it is likely that observations have missed some
transient X-ray binary outbursts from globular clusters which were masked by the presence
of a bright persistent LMXB. For example, Galloway et al. [94] presented evidence from the
patterns of thermonuclear bursts in NGC 6441 that more than one LMXB was active in the
cluster at two separate times (both earlier than our considered date range). To estimate
how many X-ray binary outbursts were likely missed, we calculated the number of transient
LMXB outbursts seen in globular clusters with and without persistent LMXBs (within our
considered timeframe). In globular clusters without persistent LMXBs, we found 9 transient
systems. The total encounter rate of these clusters is 24.6 (in units where the encounter rate
of NGC 104 is unity), corresponding to a rate of 0.37+0.16−0.13 transients per unit encounter rate.
We then applied this to the five clusters which host persistent sources, which sum to a total
normalized encounter rate of 10.2 (we neglect errors associated with encounter rates, which
do not substantially increase the final uncertainties). From this exercise, we estimate that
3.7+2.9−2.7 transients are likely to be missing from the list shown in Table 2 (including Poisson
errors).
3 LMXBs in the Inner Galaxy
To establish and constrain the population of LMXBs in the Inner Galaxy, we make use of
the INTEGRAL General Reference Catalog [102], which was constructed by merging several
catalogs available in the HEASARC database [103–111]. From this catalog, we consider all
sources within a 10◦ radius around the Galactic Center that were detected by either (or
both) ISGRI or JEM-X, and that are listed as either an LMXB or as an unclassified source.
We remove those sources that have been categorized as a supergiant fast X-ray transient,
high-mass X-ray binary, black hole candidate, symbiotic X-ray binary, or as spurious. After
applying these criteria, we are left with a collection of 42 LMXBs, along with 46 unclassified
sources.
Of course, not all LMXBs observed in the innermost 10◦ around the Galactic Center
are members of a population associated with the Inner Galaxy. Some are instead part of a
population associated with the Galactic Disk. In Fig. 1, we present the distribution of these
sources as observed on the sky. In the left frame, we plot the distribution of those sources
characterized as LMXBs (red circles) or as unclassified (blue crosses) within the innermost
ten degrees around the Galactic Center. We further divide this region into four subregions
of equal solid area, finding that 17 (18) of the sources classified as LMXBs (unclassified)
are present in the north and south subregions, while 25 (28) are present in the west and
east subregions. This asymmetry between the number of sources in the north+south and
west+east subregions provides evidence for a disk population of sources, in addition to any
bulge or Inner Galaxy population that may be present. We further explore the morphology
of observed LMXBs in the right frame of this figure, where we plot the distribution of those
sources characterized as an LMXB as a function of galactic longitude (latitude) for sources
that reside within |b| < 10◦ (|l| < 10◦). This demonstrates that there are more sources
distributed along the plane than either north or south of the Inner Galaxy, again supporting
the conclusion that a significant fraction of the observed LMXBs are not part of a bulge or
Inner Galaxy population.
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Figure 1. Left: The distribution of X-ray sources characterized as an LMXB (red circles) or as
an unclassified source (blue crosses) within the innermost ten degrees around the Galactic Center,
as given in the INTEGRAL Reference Source Catalog. We do not include those sources categorized
as a supergiant fast X-ray transient, high-mass X-ray binary, black hole candidate, symbiotic X-ray
binary, or as spurious. Right: The distribution of sources characterized as an LMXB as a function of
galactic longitude (latitude) for sources that reside within |b| < 10◦ (|l| < 10◦).
To quantify and constrain the fraction of LMXBs in the direction of the Inner Galaxy
that are either part of a spherically distributed population or a population associated with
the Galactic Disk, we construct a simple morphological model. We begin with a spherical
population, with a number density of sources that is described as follows:
n(r) ∝ r−Γ, (3.1)
where r is the distance to the Galactic Center. In order for such a source population to
generate a gamma-ray morphology that is consistent with the Galactic Center excess, we
require Γ ' 2.0 to 2.6 (corresponding to a dark matter density profile with an inner slope of
γ ' 1.0 to 1.3). The projected distribution of this source population on the sky is given by:
Psph(ψ) ∝
∫
los
n(r)dl, (3.2)
where ψ is the angle observed and the integral is performed over the line-of-sight (los). In
addition to this spherical source population, we further postulate a population associated
with the Galactic Disk, with a projected distribution described as follows:
Pdisk(l, b) ∝ exp
(
− |b|
bscale
)
, (3.3)
where we treat the scale height, bscale, as a free parameter. Combining these two populations,
we write:
P (l, b) = (1− fdisk)Psph(l, b) + fdisk Pdisk(l, b), (3.4)
where Psph and Pdisk are each individually normalized to the number of sources observed
within the innermost 10◦ around the Galactic Center (see the left frame of Fig. 1) and fdisk
is the fraction of those sources that are part of the disk population.
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Figure 2. Using the distribution of LMXBs shown in the left frame of Fig. 1, we have fit the param-
eters of a model consisting of spherical and disk populations (see Eqns 3.1-3.4). After marginalizing
over the width of the disk distribution, bscale, we plot twice the log-likelihood of the fit as a function of
the fraction of the LMXBs that are part of the disk population. We show results for several values of
the slope of the density profile of the spherical component, n(r) ∝ r−Γ. After marginalizing over both
Γ and bscale, we conclude that 33
+15
−22% of the Inner Galaxy LMXBs belong to a disk-like population.
For a range of values of bscale, fdisk, and Γ, we have calculated the predicted angular
distribution of LMXBs and compared this to the observed distribution (discretizing the data
into 1◦ × 1◦ bins). We find a best-fit for Γ = 2.5, bscale = 2.4◦, and Fdisk = 0.33, with
variations as shown in Fig. 2. After marginalizing over both Γ and bscale, we find that the
fit to the observed distribution yields the following fraction of sources associated with a disk
population: Fdisk = 0.33
+0.15
−0.22.
Note that in deriving this result, we have not relied in any way on the distribution of
sources outside of the innermost 10◦. That being said, the distribution of sources shown in
the right frame of Fig. 1 also supports the conclusion that roughly a third of the LMXBs in
the innermost 10◦ are members of a disk-like population.
In this calculation, we have neglected variations in INTEGRAL’s exposure over the solid
angle of the Inner Galaxy. Although INTEGRAL’s sensitivity to LMXBs is approximately
radially symmetric over this region, its exposure falls somewhat with angular distance from
the Galactic Center. More specifically, INTEGRAL’s exposure is approximately flat within
the central 5◦– 6◦, but then drops below 50% of the maximum at about 9◦ from the Galactic
Center (see, for example, Fig. 1 of Ref. [112]). This could subtly affect the parameters of
the inferred LMXB distribution. In particular, the true value of slope, Γ, is likely to be
slightly smaller (flatter) than shown in Fig. 2. We also note that source confusion within
the innermost ∼ 0.5◦ around the Galactic Center could slightly impact the distribution of
LMXBs that is favored by our fit.
To estimate the impact of the non-uniformity of INTEGRAL’s exposure, we repeated
out fit calculation adopting a model in which INTEGRAL’s sensitivity drops by a factor
of 50% between 5◦ and 10◦ from the Galactic Center, and adopting the LMXB luminosity
function described in Ref. [80]. This had the net effect of increasing the fraction of LMXBs
that are associated with the disk population from 33% to 49% in our best-fit model, while
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negligibly impacting the preferred value of Γ.
4 Constraints on MSPs in the Inner Galaxy
From the information presented in the previous two sections, we can calculate the gamma-ray
flux that is predicted from MSPs in the inner region of the Milky Way. In particular, these
quantities are related as follows:
LIGγ = L
clusters
γ ×
(
N IGLMXB
NLMXB
)
, (4.1)
where Lclustersγ is the gamma-ray luminosity from the stacked sample of 22 globular clusters
listed in Table 1 and NLMXB is the number of (INTEGRAL detectable) LMXBs present in
that same collection of globular clusters. We compare this to N IGLMXB, which is the number
of LMXBs detected by INTEGRAL in the Inner Galaxy. We remind the reader that this
relationship is predicated on the assumption that the relative populations of LMXBs and
MSPs are the same in globular clusters and in the Inner Galaxy. We revisit and discuss this
assumption further in Sec. 5.
We start by making a very conservative (and unrealistic) assumption that none of the
MSPs in our sample of globular clusters would be resolved by Fermi if they were instead
located in the Inner Galaxy. In this case, Lclustersγ is set to the full value as determined in
Sec. 2, Lclustersγ = 1.39
+0.04
−0.05×1036 erg/s. For N IGLMXB, we adopt values between 42×(1−Fdisk)
and 88×(1−Fdisk), depending on the fraction of unclassified INTEGRAL sources in the Inner
Galaxy region that are in fact LMXBs. Lastly, we take NLMXB = 18.7
+4.7
−4.5, corresponding
to the list of sources given in Table 2 and including Poisson errors as well as our estimate
for the number of undetected transients. Combining the errors on the fitted value of Fdisk
with the poissonian errors on the observed numbers of observed LMXBs, we arrive at the
following determination:
LIGγ = (2.09
+0.86
−0.71)× 1036 erg/s, Only Sources Classified as LMXBs
LIGγ = (4.38
+1.79
−1.48)× 1036 erg/s, Including All Unclassified Sources (4.2)
Comparing this result with the measured gamma-ray luminosity of gamma-ray excess,
Lγ = (2.0 ± 0.4) × 1037 erg/s integrated within 10◦ of the Galactic Center [8, 113], we
estimate that 10.5+4.7−4.1% (only LMXBs) or 21.9
+9.9
−8.6% (LMXBs and unclassified) of the excess
emission can be potentially attributed to an underlying MSP population. As mentioned
above, however, this calculation almost certainly overestimates the fraction of the Galactic
Center excess that arises from MSPs.
As the emission from gamma-ray bright globular clusters is in many cases dominated
by the brightest individual MSP in that system [38, 114–116] (measured pulsations, in fact,
confirm that the gamma-ray emission from NGC 6624 and NGC 6626 are dominated by
the individual pulsars PSR J1823-3021A [114, 115] and PSR B1821-24 [116], respectively),
we expect that a significant fraction of the gamma-ray emission from these MSPs would
be resolved as point sources, and thus would not contribute to the Galactic Center excess
(sources in the Fermi Third Source Catalog are generally included in the background models
of such analyses). The gamma-ray emission from several of the globular clusters considered
in this study (listed in Table 1) is very bright, leading these sources to easily be resolved as
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individual sources by Fermi, even if they had been located in the Inner Galaxy. In fact, the
globular clusters NGC 6441, NGC 6440 and Terzan 5 are located within the innermost 10◦
around the Galactic Center and are contained within the 3FGL source catalog. In addition,
the globular clusters NGC 6266, NGC 6388 or NGC 2808 (each with Lγ > 10
35 erg/s) are
well above Fermi’s detection threshold and would be very likely to have been detected by
Fermi and contained within the 3FGL if located in the Inner Galaxy. To quantify how
much of the gamma-ray emission from such globular clusters is likely to originate from MSPs
that are detectable as individual point sources by Fermi, we utilize a Monte Carlo to draw
from the MSP luminosity function as determined in Ref. [38], finding that from among these
six globular clusters (NGC 6441, NGC 6440, Terzan 5, NGC 6266, NGC 6388 and NGC
2808), 41.9+10.3−12.9% of their gamma-ray emission comes from MSPs with individual luminosities
greater than 5× 1034 erg/s, which we take as Fermi’s approximate point source threshold in
this region (the approximate flux of the faintest Inner Galaxy sources contained in the 3FGL
catalog). In light of this, we remove the resolved component from the stacked gamma-ray
flux, which has the impact of decreasing the predicted gamma-ray flux from unresolved MSPs
in the Inner Galaxy from that presented in Eq. 4.2 to the following, more realistic, estimate:
LIGγ = (1.50
+0.65
−0.54)× 1036 erg/s, Only Sources Classified as LMXBs
LIGγ = (3.15
+1.37
−1.12)× 1036 erg/s, Including All Unclassified Sources, (4.3)
which corresponds to 7.5+3.6−3.1% (only LMXBs) or 15.7
+7.5
−6.4% (LMXBs and unclassified) of
the emission associated with the Galactic Center excess. We further conclude that no more
than 28.3% (95% CL, conservatively including all unclassified sources) of the Galactic Center
gamma-ray excess originates from a centrally located population of MSPs, assuming that
the luminosity function of MSPs and their abundance relative to LMXBs is similar to that
observed in globular clusters. Put another way, we predict that a gamma-ray flux from
MSPs that is as large as the observed Galactic Center excess should be accompanied by
approximately ∼ 103 detectable LMXBs; far more than the 42 (88) LMXBs (LMXBs and
LMXB candidates) that have actually been observed by INTEGRAL. We note that this
result is consistent with that presented previously in Ref. [45], but is more robust and has
much smaller error bars due to the larger number of sources included in this analysis.
5 Luminosity Function Evolution?
The hypothesis that the Galactic Center gamma-ray excess could be generated by a popu-
lation of unresolved MSPs is in considerable tension with both the number of gamma-ray
sources and the number of LMXBs that have been observed in the direction of the Inner
Galaxy. This conclusion, however, relies on the assumption that the luminosity function
of MSPs, and their abundance relative to LMXBs, is similar to that observed in globular
clusters. In this section, we revisit this assumption and consider whether one might be able
to imagine an MSP population that is capable of generating the observed gamma-ray excess
without conflicting with these related observations.
The population of LMXBs found within globular clusters is expected to be in an approx-
imately steady-state configuration, with new LMXBs being formed through stellar encounters
at a rate similar to those transitioning into an MSP phase. We would also expect this to
be the case for the LMXBs and MSPs in the Inner Galaxy if they are produced through the
evolution of the bulge’s stellar population. If the Inner Galaxy’s MSPs and LMXBs originate
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in tidally disrupted globular clusters, however, there could be a significant departure from
steady-state. In particular, once a given globular cluster has migrated through dynamical
friction into the Inner Galaxy and is tidally disrupted [37, 47, 117–119], new LMXBs will
largely cease to be formed, leading to the evolution of the combined LMXB/MSP population.
Due to low stellar encounter rates, we do not expect significant numbers of new LMXBs to
form in the Inner Galaxy.
After the formation of an LMXB progenitor (either as a primordial binary, or through a
stellar encounter) such a system will remain intact for some time, often a Gyr, before making
contact and beginning the process of mass transfer.4 Following this phase, a typical LMXB is
thought to remain active for a period of time on the order of a Gyr. For example, Ref. [122]
calculates that the X-ray emissivity of a given LMXB remains constant for about 1.5 Gyrs
after formation, and then declines with an e-folding timescale of roughly 1.5 Gyrs (see also,
Ref. [123]). From this, we expect the MSP-to-LMXB ratio associated with a given globular
cluster to begin undergoing significant evolution only after a Gyr or more has passed since its
tidal disruption. Thus, if the MSPs responsible for the gamma-ray excess were almost entirely
deposited in the Inner Galaxy more than ∼ 1-3 Gyr ago, this could potentially explain the
lack of observed LMXBs.
Over the same period of time, however, the gamma-ray luminosity function of the MSP
population will also evolve. The gamma-ray luminosity of an individual MSP is given by:
Lγ = ηγ E˙ (5.1)
= ηγ
4pi2IP˙
P 3
' 9.6× 1033 erg/s
(
ηγ
0.2
)(
B
108.5 G
)2(3 ms
P
)4
,
where ηγ is the gamma-ray efficiency, E˙ is the spin-down rate, I is the neutron star’s moment
of inertia and P and P˙ are the rotational period of the pulsar and its time derivative. The
decline in the pulsar’s rotational frequency results from magnetic-dipole braking, and is
related to its magnetic field and period as follows:
P˙ ' 3.3× 10−20
(
B
108.5 G
)2(3 ms
P
)
, (5.2)
where B is the strength of the magnetic field, and we have taken I = 1045 g cm2. We can
use this information to write the time-dependent gamma-ray luminosity for a given MSP:
Lγ(t) = 9.6× 1033 erg/s ×
(
ηγ
0.2
)(
B
108.5G
)2[( B
108.5G
)2( t
1.45 Gyr
)
+
(
P0
3 ms
)2]−2
,
(5.3)
where P0 is the initial period of the pulsar.
After the debris of a collection of tidally disrupted globular clusters has evolved for
several Gyrs or more, many of the LMXBs may have declined in luminosity, allowing them
4It is possible that some MSPs are formed from intermediate-mass X-ray binaries [120, 121] or other non-
LMXB progenitors. What is important to our analysis is that the fraction of MSPs that are formed from
LMXBs is similar in the Inner Galaxy as is found in globular clusters.
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to go undetected by INTEGRAL. Over a similar timescale, however, most of the MSPs with
a gamma-ray luminosity of ∼ 1034 erg/s or more will also become significantly less bright.
And while this may enable such MSPs to evade detection by Fermi, this evolution also has
the effect of significantly decreasing the total gamma-ray flux from this population, thus
requiring an even larger number of MSPs in order to generate the observed Galactic Center
excess. For an initial MSP luminosity function similar to that measured in globular clusters,
for example, the total gamma-ray luminosity of the MSP population is predicted to fall by
an order of magnitude over a period of ∼ 1.4 Gyr [38], requiring a much larger number of
pulsars to generate the observed intensity of the gamma-ray excess. If we consider the model
of Gnedin et al. [47] (and as employed in Ref. [37]) to calculate the rate of globular cluster
infall and tidal disruption, and adopt the best-fit MSP luminosity function of Ref. [38],
we indeed find that spin-down evolution reduces the total gamma-ray luminosity from the
MSP population by a factor of between ∼ 5-15, depending on the assumed lifetime of the
LMXB phase. Even if we consider the maximum possible quantity of disrupted globular
clusters (such that they are responsible for the entire mass of the Millky Way’s central stellar
cluster), the accompanying MSPs are unlikely to generate more than a few percent of the
observed gamma-ray excess [38], consistent with the findings of this study.
6 Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we have revisited the connection between millisecond pulsars (MSPs) and low-
mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) in an effort to estimate and constrain the gamma-ray emission
from the population of unresolved MSPs in the inner volume of the Milky Way. Toward this
end, we have utilized the populations of LMXBs observed in globular clusters and in the
Inner Galaxy, as well as the gamma-ray emission measured from globular clusters. From this
comparison, we estimate that only 7.5+3.6−3.1% of the gamma-ray emission associated with the
Galactic Center excess originates from MSPs. If we more conservatively assume that all of
the unclassified LMXB candidates in the Inner Galaxy are in fact LMXBs, then our estimate
increases to 15.7+7.5−6.4%. The relatively small number of LMXBs detected in the Inner Galaxy
disfavors the possibility that the gamma-ray excess observed by Fermi originates primarily
from a population of unresolved MSPs.
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